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Sensitivity of Compact Polarimetric SAR
Parameters to Modeled Lake Ice Growth
Mohammed Dabboor , Member, IEEE, and Mohammed Shokr , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a valuable tool
for lake ice monitoring. The recently proposed SAR configuration
for Earth observation called compact polarimetric (CP) SAR
could be a good compromised choice between conventional (single
or dual) and fully polarimetric (FP) SAR for operational ice
applications, including lake ice. Given its enhanced radar target
information compared with conventional SAR systems over wider
swath coverage compared with FP SAR, CP systems could
play important role in the new generation of Earth observation
systems. Herein, we study the evolution of CP SAR parameters
from simulated CP SAR data in relation to early ice growth.
Focus of the study is on four lakes located in Cornwallis Island,
Canadian Central Arctic. We adopt parameters extracted from
dual circular polarimetric and right circular transmit, linear
(horizontal and vertical) receive configurations. In this study,
we consider the ice thickness calculated from an established
empirical model. Meteorological and ice climatological data were
used to support the analysis. Results demonstrated a potential
connection between a number of CP parameters and lake ice
growth. Furthermore, we were able to highlight the relationship
between the density of air bubbles in ice layer and the intensity
of volume scattering mechanism, leading to the identification of
lakes with increased gas production activities. Thus, differences
between lakes in terms of density of air bubbles were detected
and statistically evaluated.

Index Terms— Bubble in lake ice, compact polarimetric (CP)
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), ice thickness, lake ice.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN JUNE 2019, the RADARSAT Constellation Mission
(RCM) was launched as a follow-on to RADARSAT-1&-

2 [1]. It is the evolution of the RADARSAT program of
the Government of Canada, with new acquisition capabilities.
The compact polarimetric (CP) synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
configuration is a new RCM polarization acquisition option,
in which a right circularly polarized radar signal is transmitted
and two mutually coherent orthogonal (horizontal and vertical)
linear polarizations are received [2]. The main advantage
of such configuration is the increased radar target informa-
tion in comparison with standard single and dual polarized
SAR polarization options, while covering much greater swath
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widths compared with full polarimetric (FP) SAR polariza-
tion [3]. Therefore, the recently proposed CP SAR configura-
tion for Earth observation could be a compromised choice for
SAR applications [3].

Different studies have explored the potential of CP SAR
imagery for Earth observation applications, such as sea ice
mapping [4]–[7], mineral oil spill detection [8]–[10], wetland
monitoring [11], [12], wind speed estimation [13]–[15], and
significant ocean wave height estimation [16], [17].

Lakes are a characteristic of Arctic landscape, which con-
tains tens of thousands of lakes with a wide variety of natural
and human activities. Climate change has profound impacts on
lakes in the Arctic region due to the recent global warming
trend. Lake ice, in turn, impacts not only lake ecosystems but
also regional weather events. Therefore, monitoring lake ice is
necessary since changes in terms of its freezing and breakup
dates, growth conditions, ice thickness, biological productivity,
and migration of species that depend on ice-water status, all
are directly related to impacts of climate change [18].

SAR remote sensing has become a valuable tool for lake
ice monitoring, supporting predictions with numerical ice and
weather forecasting systems. Different studies have investi-
gated methodologies for lake ice classification [18]–[20], scat-
tering mechanism investigation [21]–[23], and backscattering
signature interpretation [24] using SAR imagery. However,
quite limited studies in the international literature have investi-
gated the potential of CP SAR imagery for lake ice monitoring.
To our knowledge, only two studies in [25] and [26] investi-
gated the potential of CP SAR imagery for lake ice freeze-up
and breakup monitoring, respectively.

Therefore, the innovative aspect of our study lies in the
fact that it is the first to study the sensitivity of time
series-simulated CP SAR data driven by changes in the ice
properties during the early ice growth. CP SAR data are sim-
ulated from a stack of time series FP RADARSAT-2 imagery,
which was acquired over Cornwallis Island in the Canadian
Central Arctic during the fall of 2017. A large set of CP
parameters are extracted from the simulated CP SAR data and
investigated for their sensitivity to lake ice growth. Our study
is timely since the RCM became recently operational (late
December 2019) and is currently passing the early-operation
phase.

II. STUDY AREA AND SAR IMAGERY

We selected four lakes located in the southwest corner of
Cornwallis Island (Fig. 1). Cornwallis Island is a polar desert
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area. The inset shows the four lakes selected for
the present study: Lake Resolute, Char Lake, North Lake, and 9 Mile Lake.
Red polygons indicate selected lake samples.

island located in the Canadian Central Arctic. For the purpose
of our study, we selected Lake Resolute, Char Lake, North
Lake, and 9 Mile Lake (Fig. 1). All are deep lakes with an
average depth equal to 22.5 m for Lake Resolute, 27.2 m for
Char Lake, 20 m for North Lake, and 17.9 m for 9 Mile
Lake [27]. Therefore, unlike shallow lakes, the four selected
lakes are deep enough so that they do not freeze to the bottom
in winter. North Lake is unique relatively to the other lakes in
Cornwallis Island in the sense that it has the largest catchment
area [27]. Moreover, field measurements in this lake reported
10–12 times higher concentrations of nitrate and nitrite when
compared with all other major lakes in Cornwallis Island [27].
The higher concentrations of nitrate and nitrite in North Lake
should lead to higher gas production activities compared with
the other lakes, since denitrification of nitrate in lakes produces
molecular nitrogen [28].

We acquired 62 Fine Quad Wide (FQW) RADARSAT-2
images over the selected lakes from 31 ascending overpasses
of the satellite. Table I presents a summary of the acquisi-
tions. Weather information for the present study was available
from the Resolute Weather Station. This information included
average daily air temperature, wind speed, and snow fall.
Furthermore, site observations of ice development and environ-
mental conditions were recorded by a resident operator at the
upper air network (UAN) of Environment and Climate Change
Canada (ECCC) at Resolute Bay. While field measurements of
snow and ice properties, including thickness, would be crucial
for our study, such data were not available because the study
involved thin ice, and the period was on the verge then during
the Arctic dark season. Furthermore, as confirmed by the UAN
operator of ECCC, snow in this region is mostly drifted, which
makes the distribution quite variable within short distances

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE RADARSAT-2 ACQUISITIONS SORTED
BY THE BEAM MODE

and timescales. The recorded information by the operator was
made available for the purpose of our study.

III. DATA PROCESSING

Simulated CP SAR data was generated by a simulator using
acquired RADARSAT-2 images. RADARSAT-2 imagery has
extremely low noise floor better than −35 dB. The simula-
tor converts the RADARSAT-2 16-bit complex products to
32-bit float complex by applying the provided sigma-nought
calibration coefficients. Then, the RH (right circular transmit
and linear horizontal receive) and RV (right circular trans-
mit and linear vertical receive) polarizations are calculated
from the calibrated HH, HV, VH, and VV polarizations.
The RH and RV are converted to Stokes vector, which is
then speckle filtered and used for the extraction of 22 CP
parameters provided in Table II. Details on the calculation
of these parameters were presented in [4]. The four lakes
are sampled in the extracted CP parameters of each SAR
image. One representative sample polygon covering the lake
area is selected (red polygons in Fig. 1). Thus, time series of
the mean values of the CP parameters in the four lakes are
obtained by averaging the pixel values within each polygon.
Sample polygons of Lake Resolute and Char Lake consist
of 16 850 and 8825 pixels, respectively. For North Lake and
9 Mile Lake, the number of pixels is 8119 and 11 092 pixels,
respectively.
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TABLE II

ASSESSED PARAMETERS EXTRACTED FROM THE
SIMULATED CP SAR DATA

In our study, we apply the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
test to examine if the difference between the obtained time
series values of the CP parameters in the four lakes is
significant by testing the following hypothesis [34]:

H0 : m1 = m2 = m3 . . . = mk

H1 : At least one mean is different (1)

where k = the number of independent populations and m is
the population mean. The ANOVA test procedure produces
an F-statistic, which is used to calculate the p-value that
indicates the probability that the null hypothesis is true. The
null hypothesis examines if the true means of populations are
equal against the alternative hypothesis that there is at least one
inequality. We consider a significance level alpha = 0.05 for
the test.

Given the lack of field measurements of ice thickness data,
we consider a commonly used ice thickness empirical model
for the calculation of the ice thickness of the four lakes.
The model was proposed in [35]. This model corrects the
simplest thermodynamic model for the presence of sensible
heat loss, which is effective when the ice is thin and the
difference between the temperatures of ice surface and air is
large (more details are provided in [36]). Ice thickness hi takes
the following form:

hi =
[

ki

ρi Li
FDD +

(
ki

Hia

)2
]0.5

−
(

ki

Hia

)
. (2)

The lake ice properties used in this equation are as follows;
ki is the thermal conductivity (2.25 J.m−1s−1K−1), ρi is
the density (917 kg.m−3), Li is the latent heat of fusion

Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of the air temperature and the modeled ice
thickness of lakes during the study period (September to December 2017).

(334.9 kJ.kg−1). FDD is freezing degree days and Hia is a
coefficient which accounts for the sensible heat flux from
the ice surface to the air and depends on the wind speed.
According to [35], a value of 20 is chosen to fit the nominal
wind speed in the study area. Examination of the sensitivity
of hi to this parameter shows a constant difference of 2.3 cm
between the two choices of Hia = 18 and 20. This is a
negligible difference for thick ice but not rightly so for thin
ice, say <10 cm. Nevertheless, since the wind speed varies
continuously over the ice cover, an average value of Hia had
to be selected. Moreover, in relating the CP parameters to the
thickness of thin ice we are looking for the trend which is not
affected by the choice of Hia.

The above model comes with uncertainty since it implies
some assumptions about the ice, such as the snow-free ice
surface. However, it is known that the C-band radar signal
penetrates dry snow up to 2 m [37]. Two snow conditions
would affect the radar signal: snow wetness and metamor-
phism (ice grains, crusting and change in density). Physical
or empirical ice thickness model accounting for these two
conditions would require accurate field measurements of those
parameters as input, which were not feasible in our case, given
the large study area, and the frequent snow drift causing highly
variable spatial and temporal distributions of the snow. The
weather station provides gross information about snow fall
and its accumulation on ground. More information about the
uncertainty of the used model for ice thickness estimation is
presented in [35].

As provided in Table I, SAR images of our study were
acquired from various imaging beam modes ranging from
FQ7W to FQ21W. This reveals a maximum incidence angle
difference between the centers of the images equal to 14.2◦.
The same SAR data set was used in [36], and the study has
proved that the effect of the radar incidence angle difference
is negligible (see [36, Fig. 2]).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Evolution of Air Temperature and Modeled Ice Thickness

As shown in Fig. 2, the air temperature reveals
nearly monotonic decrease starting from the beginning of
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Fig. 3. Variation of modeled ice thickness and backscattering coefficients. (a) σ0
RH, (b) σ0

RV, (c) σ0
RR, and (d) σ0

RL during the ice growth.

September until about the mid of November. From the mid to
the end of November, the air temperature increased to about
−4 ◦C daily average before it resumed its decrease to the
typical winter temperatures again.

The lakes started an uninterrupted freezing in the first
week of September 2017 (Fig. 2). According to the ice
thickness model in (2), the thickness increases as the air
temperature decreases at an average rate of 1.1 cm/day.
The rate slowed down during the period of air temperature
increase between mid and end of November. The model
shows that the lake ice thickness reaches the 127 cm by the
end of December. While the thickness was not measured
during the study period, it has been confirmed that it reached
2 m in Lake Resolute in May 2008 (Dr. Derek Muir, Personal
Communication). Therefore, the calculated 127 cm by the
end of December should be realistic.

B. Variation of CP Parameters Versus Modeled
Ice Thickness

We analyze the evolution of the 22 simulated CP parameters
against the calculated ice thickness for the four selected lakes.

1) Backscattering Coefficients: Plots of the evolution of
the four backscattering coefficients σ0

RH, σ0
RV, σ0

RR, and σ0
RL

with the modeled ice thickness of the four lakes are created
and shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, statistics of the backscattering
coefficients including the mean and the variance for the four
lakes are presented in Table III. At the onset of freezing,

the four backscattering coefficients assume low values
(∼ −27 dB) close to the backscattering from calm water.
This is due to the reflection of the radar signal away from
the radar antenna. These values increase monotonically in a
relatively linear manner as the ice grows in the four lakes
(Fig. 3). The increase of backscattering is attributed to the
increasing density of air bubbles within the ice volume and
the roughness of the ice–water interface. As the lake ice
grows, the density of air bubbles within the ice volume
increases, leading to increase of volume scattering. Moreover,
surface scattering may be triggered by the roughness of
the ice–water interface. These two factors are analytically
explained in [23]. Similar results were observed in [36] for
linear backscattering coefficients σ0

HH and σ0
VV.

Table III presents that for σ0
RH the average backscattering

ranges between −17.3 dB (North Lake) and −19.3 dB (9 Mile
Lake). For σ0

RV, it ranges between −16.7 dB (North Lake)
and −18.5 dB (9 Mile Lake). Similar values are obtained for
the dual circular polarizations. For σ0

RR the range is between
−17.7 dB (North Lake) and −21.9 dB (Char Lake), while
for σ0

RL it is between −16.4 dB (North Lake) and −17.2 dB
(9 Mile Lake), respectively. Note that North Lake is consis-
tently presenting the highest mean backscattering compared to
the other lakes for all backscattering coefficients (Table III).

We note from Fig. 3(c) that the σ0
RR backscattering

coefficient is remarkably higher for North Lake, when
compared with the other lakes. This is not the case for the σ0

RH,
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TABLE III

STATISTICS OF THE BACKSCATTERING COEFFICIENTS WITH THE P-VALUE OF ANOVA TEST

σ0
RV, and σ0

RL coefficients. In order to confirm this observation
statistically, we apply the ANOVA test [see (1)] to the four
backscattering coefficients. The resulting p-value is presented
in Table III for each backscattering coefficient. Considering a
significance level alpha = 0.05, the p-value suggests that the
difference in the average backscattering coefficient σ0

RR from
the four lakes is statistically significant (2 × 10−6 < 0.05),
leading to the rejection of the null hypothesis. This is not
the case for the other backscattering coefficients, where the
estimated p-value > 0.05, and therefore the null hypothesis
is accepted (Table III). The ANOVA test indicates that a
significant difference in σ0

RR exists among the four lakes, but
without specifying the different lakes. Therefore, in order to
confirm that this significant difference is associated with North
Lake, we reapply the ANOVA test to σ0

RR, excluding North
Lake. In this case, the resulting p-value = 0.589 (>0.05),
stating acceptance of the null hypothesis that the difference
in σ0

RR backscattering from Lake Resolute, Char Lake, and
9 Mile Lake is not statistically significant. The statistically
significant difference of σ0

RR from North Lake should be
triggered by an increased depolarization of the returned radar
signal, which is analytically discussed in Section IV-B2.
Finally, it is worth noting the effect of the increase in the air
temperature around the mid to the end of November, which
caused a drop in the backscattering values (ice thickness was
around 90 cm), as shown in Fig. 3. This drop should be related
to increased snow wetness following the increase in the air
temperature, which limits the penetration of the radar signal
and therefore reduces the scattering within the underlying
ice layer [39]. The backscattering coefficients resume their
increasing trend once the air temperature starts decreasing
again.

2) Scattering Mechanisms: Herein, the variation of the three
main scattering mechanisms: volume, surface, and double
bounce calculated from the m-χ decomposition method is
presented in Fig. 4. Moreover, statistics of the scattering
mechanisms including the mean and the variance are presented
for each lake in Table IV.

Air bubble inclusion is a characteristic of freshwater ice.
Three types of bubbles exist: near the surface, within the
volume, and near the bottom of the ice cover. Superimposed
snow ice layer is usually formed on top of the ice sheet when

wet snow or rainwater freezes. This layer has no connection to
the underlying ice (the primary layer), and may grow from the
bottom up and features small spherical bubbles with diameters
ranging between sub-millimeters and a few millimeters [40].
Larger bubbles of tubular shapes exist within the main volume
of lake ice. Here, large crystals (grains) are formed with
fewer grain boundaries of ice grains, which are relatively far
apart. As freezing progresses, the dissolved air in the lake
water is pushed toward the boundaries, resulting in large-size
bubbles of tubular shape following the orientation of the grain
boundaries [40]–[42]. The above two bubble types trigger
volume scattering with intensity that depends, among other
factors, on the bubble size relative to the wavelength of the
incident radar signal. The scattering increases as ice grows
in response to the increasing number of air bubbles. With
this, the extinction coefficient increases and the transmission
coefficient decreases as analytically demonstrated in [23] using
a radiative transfer model.

The third type of bubbles is found at the ice–water interface
and usually observed in shallow waters [43]. As freezing
progresses, gases that are dissolved in the lake water are
pushed down until they saturate the underlying water. Only
then, bubbles are rejected and incorporated into the ice near
its water interface. In this scenario, bubbles contribute to the
roughness of the ice–water interface. This contribution comes
to add roughness triggered by the uneven ice growth to the
ice–water interface, leading to an increasing surface scattering
mechanism from the ice–water interface [23]. The surface
scattering mechanism is caused by scattering off the bottom
ice layer since portion of the radar signal penetrates the ice
all the way to the ice–water interface. This is confirmed in a
previous study of microwave scattering model [21]. It should
be noted that the microwave dielectric mismatch is strong
at the ice–water interface (3.15 F/m for ice and 80 F/m for
water).

Fig. 4 reveals a visible linear increasing trend of both
volume [Fig. 4(a)] and surface [Fig. 4(b)] scattering as the ice
grows. We select, as example, North Lake to visually present
the temporal increase in volume scattering during the study
period [Fig. 5(a)–(d)]. For the temporal increase of surface
scattering, Char Lake is selected [Fig. 5(e)–(h)]. As shown
in both figures, volume and surface scattering mechanisms
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Fig. 4. Variation of the modeled ice thickness and (a) volume, (b) surface, and (c) double-bounce scattering mechanisms from the m-χ decomposition during
the ice growth.

TABLE IV

STATISTICS OF THE SCATTERING MECHANISMS WITH THE P-VALUE OF ANOVA TEST

increase between September and December as the ice grows.
The volume backscattering ranges between −16.4 dB (North
Lake) and −20.2 dB (Char Lake). The surface scattering
mechanism takes average values between −17.9 dB (Char
Lake) and −19.6 dB (North Lake). Thus, North Lake records
the highest average volume and the lowest average surface
scattering mechanism.

Specifically for North Lake, we note that during the ice
growth the volume scattering is remarkably higher than that
of the other three lakes, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The higher vol-
ume scattering mechanism should be an indication of higher
density of air bubbles of North Lake triggered by higher gas
production activities. The assumption of higher gas production
activities is linked to the higher concentrations of nitrate and
nitrite in North Lake as reported from field measurements
in [27]. A denitrification of the nitrate in lakes produces

molecular nitrogen rather than nitrous or nitric oxides [28].
Therefore, we hypothesize that North Lake could be charac-
terized by higher production of the nitrogen gas which causes
higher density of air bubbles in its ice layer. These air bubbles
are subsequently responsible for the higher volume scattering
mechanism. This explains also the higher σ0

RR backscattering
coefficient [Fig. 3(c)] since both CP parameters are highly
correlated [6]. In order to confirm that the difference of the
volume scattering from North Lake is statistically signifi-
cant, the ANOVA test is applied. As presented in Table IV,
the derived p-value = 2 × 10−5, which is <0.05 (significance
level alpha). Therefore, the null hypothesis that there is no
significant difference in the volume scattering from the four
lakes is rejected. However, by excluding North Lake the null
hypothesis is accepted with p-value = 0.414. For the surface
scattering the null hypothesis of the ANOVA test is accepted
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Fig. 5. Volume scattering mechanism from North Lake on (a) September 30, 2017, (b) October 31, 2017, (c) November 14, 2017, and (d) December 25,
2017. Surface scattering mechanism from Char Lake on (e) September 30, 2017, (f) October 31, 2017, (g) November 14, 2017, and (h) December 25, 2017.
Background is the SPAN parameter from the image of 30 September 2017.
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Fig. 6. Variation of the modeled ice thickness and Stokes vector elements. (a) SV0, (b) SV1, (c) SV2, and (d) SV3 during the ice growth.

at p-value = 0.582, indicating that there is no significant
difference in the surface scattering mechanism from the lakes.

It is interesting to note that only for North Lake, the volume
scattering mechanism [Fig. 4(a)] is consistently higher than the
surface scattering mechanism [Fig. 4(b)] throughout the study
period, with a difference between 0.1 and 6.5 dB. This is not
the case for the other three lakes, since as the ice thickens
the surface scattering mechanism becomes dominant, with an
approximate average difference equal to −5 dB by the end of
December [Fig. 4(a) and (b)]. These results agree with those
presented in [22] for the dominancy of the surface scattering
mechanism observed for mature thick lake ice in late fall.

As expected, double-bounce scattering mechanism is
significantly lower than the other two mechanisms [Fig. 4(c)],
though it presents a similar linear increasing tendency.
This is confirmed from Table IV, where the mean of the
double-bounce scattering is significantly lower than the
mean of the volume and surface scattering mechanisms
in each lake. Double-bounce scattering mechanism ranges
between −22.9 dB (North Lake) and −29.4 dB (9 Mile
Lake). This indicates the secondary contribution of this
scattering mechanism in the backscattering process. This
contribution could be associated with the backscattering
scenario of the radar signal from columnar air bubbles then
the ice–water interface. This is confirmed in previous results
presented in [21] which show the limited contribution of the
double-bounce mechanism in the scattering process, though
the focus in that study was on shallow Arctic lakes. Note

that the double-bounce scattering is remarkably higher for
North Lake compared with the rest of the lakes (Fig. 4(c) and
Table IV). This should confirm our previous interpretation
about the higher density of air bubbles in the ice layer of
North Lake, which should include increased columnar air
bubbles causing a double-bounce scattering. Therefore, we
apply the ANOVA test and examine the p-value to assess
if the difference among the lakes in terms of double-bounce
scattering is significant. As shown in Table IV, the null hypoth-
esis of the ANOVA test is rejected at p-value = 4 × 10−8,
indicating that there is a statistically significant difference
in the double-bounce scattering mechanism from the lakes.
In order to confirm that this difference comes from North
Lake, we exclude it and reapply the ANOVA test. Herein, the
null hypothesis is accepted with a p-value = 0.294 (>0.05).

Finally, it is worth noting that the effect of the increase in
the air temperature during the mid to the end of November (ice
thickness was around 90 cm) is visible in interrupting the
linear trend, particularly in the surface scattering [Fig. 4(b)].
Given that the scattering mechanisms from the m-δ decom-
position were found to provide results similar to the m-χ
decomposition presented earlier, we limit our analysis to the
m-χ decomposition to avoid information repetition.

3) Stokes Vector Elements: Variations of the four elements
of the Stokes vector with the modeled lake ice growth are
shown in Fig. 6. The mean and variance of the elements
are presented in Table V. Interestingly, the four elements
behave differently in relation to the lake ice growth. Unlike the
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Fig. 7. Variation of the modeled ice thickness and (a) intensity and (b) polarimetric components of the Shannon entropy during the ice growth.

TABLE V

STATISTICS OF THE STOKES VECTOR ELEMENTS WITH THE P-VALUE OF ANOVA TEST

previous CP parameters, they showed a regression tendency
closer to second degree polynomial, rather than linear, where
higher goodness-of-fit is achieved. The first SV0 and fourth
SV3 elements show an increasing trend with lake ice growth
[Fig. 6(a) and (d)]. The rate of variation is remarkably higher
after 80 cm thick. It is worth noting that the increase in air
temperature (mid to end of November) when ice thickness was
about 90 cm caused a large drop in the values of SV0 and SV3.
The high sensitivity of these two elements to change in snow
caused by warm air temperature impedes their use as thickness
indicators under this condition.

The second SV1 and third SV2 elements show an inverse
relationship with lake ice growth [Fig. 6(b) and (c)] but not
until the ice thickness reaches 40 cm. The consistently negative
sign of the SV1 and SV2 elements, with few exceptions,
indicates the presence of power in the linear polarized vertical
and linear polarized 135◦ tilt components of the returned
signal. These components are triggered by the surface scat-
tering from the ice–water interface. The surface scattering
mechanism should also be responsible for the positive sign
of the SV3 element, with few exceptions, which implies
power in the left-circular polarization component. This is
expected since the transmitted radar signal is right-circular;
and the surface scattering mechanism switches the circularity
rotation.

We examine if the observed higher depolarization of the
radar signal from North Lake depicted significant difference
reflected in the Stokes elements. Table V presents the obtained

p-value from the application of the ANOVA test for the case
SV0. Given that the test yields a p-value = 0.079 > 0.05,
the null hypothesis that the difference in the SV0 from the
four lakes is not statistically significant is accepted. Therefore,
the average expected total backscattering power from the four
lakes does not differ significantly. As presented in Table V,
the ANOVA test yields a p-value = 0.030 when applied for
SV1, stating rejection of the null hypothesis that the difference
in SV1 values between the four lakes is not statistically
significant. We found that the p-value for this test becomes
larger (0.854) than the significance level (0.05), accepting
the null hypothesis, by excluding not only North Lake but
also Char Lake. Therefore, only Lake Resolute and 9 Mile
Lake reveals statistically insignificant difference in SV1. For
SV2, the ANOVA test resulted in a p-value = 0.019 (<0.05),
leading to the rejection of the null hypothesis (Table V).
However, when excluding North Lake the null hypothesis of
the ANOVA test is accepted with a p-value = 0.141. Finally,
applying the ANOVA test to the SV3 yielded a rejection
of the null hypothesis at a low p-value = 0.001. However,
by excluding North Lake, the null hypothesis of the ANOVA
test is accepted with a p-value = 0.151. Interesting to note
that the SV3 values for North Lake is consistently lower
than those from the other lakes for thicker ice >20 cm. This
should be expected given that the SV3 element is linked to the
average power received in circular polarization. The increased
depolarization of the radar signal from the ice layer of North
Lake decreases the average power in circular polarization.
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TABLE VI

STATISTICS OF THE SHANNON ENTROPY WITH THE P-VALUE OF ANOVA TEST

TABLE VII

STATISTICS OF THE REMAINING CP PARAMETERS WITH THE P-VALUE OF ANOVA TEST

4) Shannon Entropy: The evolution of the intensity
(SE_Int) and polarimetric (SE_Pol) components of the
Shannon entropy are depicted in Fig. 7. Furthermore,
Table VI presents statistics of the two components. SE_Int
tends to increase with the lake ice growth. This tendency
is expected since we have previously observed a similar
increasing tendency with the SV0 element, which is a scaled
value of SE_Int. However, the increasing tendency of the
SE_Int with ice growth is nearly linear rather second-order
polynomial. The effect of the increase in air temperature in
November is also observed in Fig. 7(a). The application of the
ANOVA test to SE_Int yields a p-value = 0.187, accepting
the null hypothesis that the difference between the SE_Int
values from the lakes is not statistically significant. This is
expected since the null hypothesis was accepted for SV0.

Fig. 7(b) shows the variation of SE_Pol with ice growth. The
SE_Pol depends on the Barakat degree of polarization [32].
Unlike SE_Int, SE_Pol does not generally reveal any trend
with lake ice growth. The SE_Pol is characterized by a
non-trivial variability within each lake, especially for Lake
Resolute, Char Lake, and 9 Mile Lake, and between the four
lakes. The variability of the SE_Pol should be associated with
fluctuations of the contributions of the surface and the volume
scattering mechanisms in the backscattered signal in each lake.
The variability of the SE_Pol for North Lake is within a
relatively narrow range, compared with the rest of the lakes.
Moreover, North Lake presents the lowest SE_Pol values.
This is expected given that North Lake uniquely presented a
consistently higher volume scattering mechanism contribution

relative to the surface scattering as previously discussed.
We examine the difference between lakes in terms of SE_Pol
parameters by applying the ANOVA test. Herein, the obtained
p-value (1 × 10−13) was small enough to reject the null
hypothesis. The null hypothesis is accepted when it is applied
to Lake Resolute and 9 Mile Lake ( p-value = 0.889), exclud-
ing not only North Lake but also Char lake. These results are
similar to the previously obtained results for the SV1.

5) Other CP Parameters:: In this subsection, all the remain-
ing CP parameters from Table II are discussed and analyzed.
In addition, statistics of these parameters are calculated and
presented in Table VII. Fig. 8(a)–(c) shows evolution plots
of the conformity coefficient (μ), the degree of polarization
(m), and the RH and RV correlation (ρRHRV), respectively,
with ice growth. We note that these three CP parameters have
similar variability patterns for the four lakes, but at different
scale, without revealing any specific tendency with the lake
ice growth. This visually indicates high correlation of these
three CP parameters.

The variability of μ for Lake Resolute, Char Lake, and
9 Mile Lake during the ice growth is higher than that of North
Lake [Fig. 8(a)]. This should be associated with the alternating
contributions of the volume and surface scattering mechanisms
in the backscattering process during the ice growth. In contrast,
North Lake with its constantly higher volume scattering mech-
anism is revealing much reduced variability due to the higher
depolarization of the scattered radar signal. With exception of
the very early ice growth (thickness < 15 cm), μ is consistently
lowest for North Lake and closer to zero. The mean values
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Fig. 8. Variation of modeled ice thickness and (a) μ, (b) m, (c) ρRHRV, (d) δRHRV, (e) σ0
RR/σ0

RL, and (f) αs CP parameters during the ice growth.

of μ for North Lake is 0.13 confirming the dominance of the
volume backscattering, while for the other lakes the mean
of μ varies between 0.40 and 0.50 confirming the significant
contribution of both volume and surface backscattering
(Table VII). The fact that no observations for μ < 0 confirms
the insignificant contribution of the double-bounce scattering
mechanism [Fig. 8(a)]. The observed variability of μ for the
four lakes is also depicted in m and ρRHRV [Fig. 8(b) and (c)].
North Lake has the lowest values of m and ρRHRV, with mean
values 0.41 and 0.40, respectively (Table VII). We apply the
ANOVA test to statistically evaluate the significance of the
difference in these three parameters between the four lakes.
As shown in Table VII, the test yields very low p-value,
rejecting the null hypothesis for μ, m, and ρRHRV. The null
hypothesis is accepted by repeating the test after the exclusion
of North Lake for μ (p-value = 0.109) and ρRHRV (p-value =
0.081). This confirms the remarkable difference of North

Lake compared with the other lakes in these two parameters.
However, this is not the case for the m parameter, where the
null hypothesis is accepted once North Lake and Char Lake
are excluded (p-value = 0.449). The achieved test results
of m are similar to those which we previously obtained for
SV1 and SE_Pol.

Fig. 8(d)–(f) shows evolution plots of the RH and RV phase
difference (δRHRV), the circular polarization ratio (σ0

RR/σ0
RL),

and the alpha angle (αs), respectively. Besides, Table VII
presents statistics of these parameters including the mean and
the variance for each lake. As shown in Fig. 8(d)–(f), these
three CP parameters should be highly correlated given that
they expose nearly similar variability patterns for the four
lakes, once again, at different scale. However, they do not
reveal any trend with lake ice growth. The δRHRV parameter for
Lake Resolute, Char Lake, and 9 Mile Lake is characterized
by a reduced variability [Fig. 8(d)] and quite close values
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Fig. 9. Correlation of the CP parameters.

during the ice growth with a mean value ranging between
−76.4◦ for Lake Resolute and −91.3◦ for 9 Mile Lake
(Table VII). This is not the case for North Lake, where δRHRV

values remarkably fluctuate above the δRHRV values of the
other three lakes [Fig. 8(d)], with a mean value of −35.2◦.
This should illustrate the characteristic higher volume
scattering of North Lake. A similar behavior is presented
by the σ0

RR/σ0
RL and αs parameters [Fig. 8(e) and (f)]. It is

worth noting that σ0
RR/σ0

RL for North Lake has achieved a
considerably higher mean value (0.92) compared with the
other lakes (Table VII). This should be expectable since σ0

RR
is highly correlated with the volume scattering mechanism [6].
Therefore, the consistent higher volume scattering in the
case of North Lake triggered a higher σ0

RR values, which
increases the σ0

RR/σ0
RL parameter for this lake. Our findings

are also depicted by αs parameter, as shown in Fig. 8(f).
Once again, North Lake is characterized by medium values
of αs with a mean value of 36.4◦ (Table VII), confirming the
observed consistent higher volume scattering. The other three
lakes are characterized by lower αs values with mean values
between 16.7◦ (9 Mile Lake) and 19.9◦ (Lake Resolute),
indicating the significant presence of surface scattering
mechanism.

As presented in Table VII, the application of the ANOVA
test to δRHRV, σ0

RR/σ0
RL, and αs yields very low p-values

which state the rejection of the null hypothesis since the
mean value of at least one lake is statistically different.
By excluding North Lake, the null hypothesis of the ANOVA
test is accepted with p-value = 0.083, 0.210, and 0.317 for
δRHRV, σ0

RR/σ0
RL, and αs, respectively.

It is interesting to note that the ρRHRV, m, and μ parameters
form a group of CP parameters opposite to a group containing
the δRHRV, σ0

RR/σ0
RL, and αs parameters in the sense that the

former is characterized by higher variability for the Resolute
Lake, Char Lake, and 9 Mile Lake, but lower for North Lake,
while the latter is characterized by an opposite behavior. This
clearly indicates the different sensitivity of these two groups.

C. Correlation of CP Parameters

Herein, we briefly analyze the correlation of the CP
parameters. Fig. 9 shows the average correlation of these
parameters from the four lakes. CP parameters with absolute
correlation <0.5 appear in black. As shown in Fig. 9, most
of the CP parameters reveal an absolute correlation >0.5.
Interestingly, some CP parameters are highly correlated.
An example is the backscattering coefficients σ0

RH, σ0
RV, σ0

RR,
and σ0

RL with absolute correlation >0.9. These parameters are
also highly correlated with the volume scattering mechanism
(m-χ_V and m-δ_V), SE_Int, and SV0. It is worth noting the
very high correlation (>0.9) of the σ0

RH, σ0
RV, and σ0

RL with
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the surface scattering mechanism (m-χ_S and m-δ_S). The
correlation of σ0

RR with the surface scattering mechanism is
still high, but <0.9 (between 0.8 and 0.9). This should be
associated with the fact that σ0

RR is characterized by increased
contribution (doubled) of cross-polarization (RR = 0.5(HH –
VV – 2 jHV)), unlike σ0

RH, σ0
RV, and σ0

RL [33].
Our previous assumption of high correlation of μ, m,

and ρRHRV parameters which were found to exhibit similar
variability pattern is confirmed, since these three parameters
achieved a correlation >0.9. Similar correlation results are
obtained for δRHRV, σ0

RR/σ0
RL, and αs, which were also found

to exhibit similar variability pattern. Given that SV0 is a scaled
value of SE_Int, their correlation is equal to 1. The correlation
of m-χ_V and m-δ_V is also equal to 1, given that they are
estimated from identical mathematical formula. Interestingly,
none of the CP parameters presents an absolute correlation
<0.5 with all the others.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this study, we explore potential interpretation of CP SAR
parameters in relation to the thermodynamic development of
lake ice thickness. Such a study is necessary to investigate
the impacts of climate change on high-latitude lakes, such as
ice growth rate, maximum ice thickness, and onset of freezing
and break-up. CP SAR configuration is selected because of
the enhanced radar target information over a wide spatial
coverage. Sensitivity of 22 CP parameters to the thickness
during the early ice growth was investigated. Data were
obtained for four lakes selected in Cornwallis Island, Canadian
Central Arctic. The study period was from early ice formation
in September 2017 until the ice matured by the end of Decem-
ber 2017. Thermodynamically grown lake ice was estimated
using established and commonly used empirical model.

This study focused on the trends of the CP parameters
and their links to lake ice growth with physical explanation.
To this end, we found that most of the examined CP parameters
exhibited correlation with lake ice growth likely triggered by
the increase in two ice properties: the air bubbles within the ice
layer and the ice–water interface roughness. All backscattering
coefficient parameters (σ0

RH, σ0
RV, σ0

RR, and σ0
RL) exhibit linear

increasing tendency with ice growth. This indicates that a
single-polarized SAR system could be sufficient for retrieval
of lake ice growth information instead of dual CP SAR
system. To this end, a better understanding of how varying ice
properties impact SAR signals is required. A similar behavior
was observed from surface and volume scattering mechanisms
obtained from both m-χ and m-δ decomposition methods,
which constitute the dominant scattering mechanisms from
lake ice. Unlike the polarimetric component of the Shannon
entropy (SE_Pol), the intensity component (SE_Int) showed
also a linear increase with the lake ice growth. Remarkably,
all the four elements of the Stokes vector seem to exhibit a
tendency with lake ice growth. However, unlike the other CP
parameters, these elements show a tendency closer to second
degree polynomial, rather than linear, where higher goodness-
of-fit is achieved.

The only effect of snow observed in the CP SAR parameters
was when air temperature increased between mid and end of

November to approach −4 ◦C, since snow must have acquired
wetness. This increase in the snow wetness caused a reduction
in the values of the CP parameters showing sensitivity to
lake ice growth. This is valid for all parameters, including
the second (SV1) and the third (SV2) elements of the Stokes
vector since the negative sign of these two elements is an
indication of the direction of the polarization (horizontal or
vertical) and the tilt angle (45◦ or 134◦), respectively.

North Lake uniquely showed increasing volume scattering
contribution in the backscattering signal relatively to all the
other examined lakes. We postulate that the increasing vol-
ume scattering is triggered by higher density of air bubbles
due to higher gas production activities. This assumption is
adopted following results from field measurements in the area
conducted during previous studies which identified North Lake
as a lake with much higher concentration of nitrite and nitrate.
The significance of this increase in volume scattering was
statistically evaluated in all CP parameters using the ANOVA
test. Through this test, the impact of North Lake higher
density of air bubbles was statistically revealed in a number
CP parameters. However, not all of these parameters present
a specific trend with ice growth. Despite the statistically
significant difference of the volume scattering from North
Lake as the ANOVA test unveiled, the difference of surface
scattering between lakes remained statistically insignificant.
The increased density of air bubbles in North Lake should have
also enhanced the presence of columnar air bubbles, which
subsequently increased the chances for double-bounce scat-
tering. Though secondary, double-bounce scattering proved
by the ANOVA test statistically different from North Lake
compared with the other lakes. Our findings for North Lake
could shed the light on a new application of SAR remote
sensing for monitoring inorganic nitrogen such as nitrite and
nitrate in northern lakes. Such application needs to be further
evaluated in a separate future study over a number of lakes,
with field measurements prior the onset of freezing. A brief
correlation analysis of the CP parameters was also performed.
We found that most of the CP parameters expose an absolute
correlation >0.5. A considerable number of CP parameters
presented a correlation >0.9, indicating mutual information
about the lake ice properties.

Including real CP SAR data from RCM was not possible,
given that the mission declared operational at the end of
December 2019, after the required study period. However, it is
expected to confirm our findings with real RCM CP SAR data
in a future research work.
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